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TOWARD AN ESTIMATE OF THE SOVIET WORLDVIEW

During the 14 years of Leonid Brezhnev’s rule, the Soviet Union’s international position and the international milieu in which it exists have altered considerably. One of the most significant alterations has been the growth of the Kremlin’s international prestige and influence. Soviet leaders have pointed out that few major international issues exist today in which the Kremlin’s voice plays no role, an observation with which Western leaders reluctantly concur. As the Soviet Union draws near the end of the Brezhnev era and the problem of political succession once again confronts the Soviet Union, it is time to assess the state of the world as the aging Soviet leader and his colleagues view it.

The Soviet worldview (Mirovozzrenie) has immediate pertinence to the ongoing Western debate over Soviet capabilities and intentions. While it belabors the obvious to point out that numerous factors influence Soviet foreign policy behavior, it must not be overlooked that one of the more significant influences inevitably is the Kremlin’s view of the international system and the place which the Kremlin believes it occupies within that system. This essay seeks to develop an estimate of the Soviet Mirovozzrenie.
PROBLEMS AND PITFALLS

When one attempts to determine the Soviet perception of an issue, event, or situation, the question inevitably arises of how "real" perceptions may be separated from propaganda. This is a legitimate and serious concern, and no simple answer is possible. Any attempt to determine a Soviet perception must take into account the foreign, domestic, ideological, and material situations which exist at a particular time, and must additionally involve open Soviet communications, particularly speeches of leaders, articles in major journals and newspapers, and media broadcasts. Changes in Soviet policy—foreign, domestic, military, economic, and so forth—provide one means of observing possible alterations in Soviet perceptions, as do the "clues," as Donald S. Zagoria calls them, which exist within open Soviet communications. Still, changes and clues may be caused by myriad factors other than changed perceptions. Thus, despite one's best efforts, a totally objective separation of "real" perceptions and propaganda is impossible.

A degree of subjectivity is consequently inevitable in any assessment of Soviet perceptions. This limits the accuracy—and consequently the utility—of such efforts. Nonetheless, to declare that "we don't really know what the Soviets think," as one Carter administration planner recently did, is to overstate the case. It is possible to develop a rough estimate of the Soviet point of view. While this estimate will never be foolproof, it nevertheless will give a better understanding of the Kremlin's perspective on an issue, event, or situation.

The problem of developing an understanding of Soviet perceptions is compounded by the apparent growth of specialized interest groups within the Soviet bureaucracy, each with its own parochial viewpoint. Both Soviet and Western observers have commented on this phenomenon. The secretive nature of the Soviet decisionmaking process consequently makes it impossible to know whether and to what degree a particular Soviet policy is influenced by the perceptions of a dominant interest group within the Soviet elite, or by the best perceptual compromise available between or among those interest groups. Thus, an additional degree of uncertainty is added to any Western discussion of Soviet perceptions.
Numerous other pitfalls appear when Soviet perceptions are assessed. Raymond L. Garthoff has listed ten fallacies common to Western analysis of Soviet intentions. These fallacies may be extended to apply to Western efforts to determine Soviet perceptions. According to Garthoff, these fallacies are: (1) when in doubt, assume the worst; (2) never estimate intentions, only capabilities; (3) the mirror image, i.e., the Soviet leaders' strategic perceptions and intentions are the same as those of the United States; (4) the double mirror image, i.e., the Soviet leaders' strategic perceptions and intentions are necessarily different than those of the United States; (5) the Soviets never mean what they say, or always mean what they say; (6) US national security means military security against the Soviet Union; (7) Soviet capabilities are larger than needed for deterrence; (8) the Kremlin seeks military superiority; (9) reliance on irrelevant, misleading, or overly-selective quantitative indicators; and (10) "bad news" is public news, i.e., only alarming developments or estimates should be brought to light.

No analyst can avoid all the problems and pitfalls inherent in the analysis of Soviet perceptions. Some subjectivity will inevitably remain, and some interpretations will undoubtedly be influenced by the analyst's own biases. Every analyst, however, if he wishes to contribute to an objective understanding of the Soviet point of view, must keep these difficulties in mind, and seek to minimize their influence on his work.

With these cautions foremost in mind, we now turn to a brief history of the Soviet worldview.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE SOVIET WORLDVIEW

The Soviet leadership's perception of the international environment and the place the Soviet Union occupies in that environment has undergone considerable change since Lenin and the Bolsheviks began to forge the first socialist state. Lenin himself developed the original "Soviet" worldview in his 1916 work, *Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism*, in which he argued that as capitalist states divided the world into colonial areas, competition for colonies would inevitably lead to war between the capitalist states, thereby creating the objective historical conditions requisite for a socialist revolution.
The Bolshevik Party's seizure of power in Russia in 1917 influenced Lenin to update his worldview. Writing in 1919, the Soviet oracle proclaimed:

We live not merely in a state but in a system of states, and the existence of the Soviet Republic side by side with the imperialist states for a long time is unthinkable. One or the other must triumph in the end. And before that end occurs, a series of frightful collisions between the Soviet Republic and the bourgeois states will be inevitable.

In essence, Lenin had created the "two camp" thesis—one camp socialist, one camp capitalist—and prophesied that conflict between the two was inevitable. Stalin further elaborated the "two camp" thesis with his theory of "capitalist encirclement," in which the Soviet Union was viewed as besieged by capitalist states intent on its destruction. Although this thesis fell into disuse during World War II, it was formally readopted by the Soviet Union in 1946 during Zhdanov's celebrated speech at the twenty-ninth anniversary celebration of the Bolshevik revolution. Even so, the postwar two camp thesis was considerably different from the prewar version. Before World War II, the socialist camp was more accurately an outpost occupied only by the Soviet Union. Following the war, the socialist camp had become a "commonwealth of nations," albeit created through force of Soviet arms.

This Soviet worldview essentially remained unchanged until 1956 when Khrushchev declared that war between socialist and capitalist states was not longer fatalistically inevitable, and that socialism could be developed by individual nations following national paths. These revisions were fundamental; according to Khrushchev, socialism could now peacefully coexist with capitalism, with the eventual peaceful rather than violent triumph of socialism becoming a possibility. At the same time, at least in theory, socialist states no longer had to conform to the Soviet model of development. Additionally, newly independent developing states could pursue "noncapitalist roads of development" which, to Khrushchev, placed them in opposition to the capitalist world. Thus, if Khrushchev and subsequent Soviet leaders so desired, nonsocialist states could be defined as pro-Soviet and anti-imperialist.
Since Khrushchev’s time, the Soviet worldview has continued to change as it seeks to conform to the Marxist-Leninist interpretation of reality. Unlike their predecessors, however, Brezhnev and his colleagues have not seen fit to codify the transformation of their worldview in a single document or speech. Nonetheless, through analysis of Soviet statements and actions, it is possible to develop a detailed estimate of the current Soviet worldview.

During the Brezhnev era, Soviet spokesmen have defined “world outlook” as “generalized notions of the world as a whole, of human society, and one’s place in it, of social ideals, and ways to achieve them.” Especially during the 1970’s, it has been argued that the “correlation of forces” has increasingly been shifting toward socialism and the “world revolutionary movement” as the contemporary “general crisis of capitalism” worsens. Sources from all sectors of Soviet society concur in this assessment. Further, the Kremlin argues that the changing correlation of forces between the two social systems has been “the decisive factor determining the acceleration of the fundamental restructuring of international relations.” Brezhnev himself revealed that the Soviet leadership had evaluated the shifting forces and concluded that there was a “real possibility for bringing about a fundamental change in the international situation.” Peaceful coexistence falls within the rubric of that changing international situation; it is generally viewed as a form of class struggle which excludes direct military confrontation but not other forms of competition—economic, ideological, social, political, and so on.

The broad and sweeping terms that the Soviet leadership regularly uses to describe its view of the contemporary international situation—“correlation of forces,” “crisis of capitalism,” “restructuring of international relations,” “relaxation of tension” (rather than detente), and “peaceful coexistence,” to list the more prominent—gloss over and conceal a rather sophisticated matrix of Soviet logic which seeks to explain the international environment in Marxist-Leninist terms. While the more general terms on occasion seem to present a Soviet worldview replete with contradictions, a detailed examination of those terms removes most, if not all, of those contradictions.

THE BREZHNEV “MIROVOZZRENIE:”
A MICRO-ANALYSIS

What, then, do the broad terms of the Soviet politico-strategic
vocabulary seek to convey? To answer this question, each doctrinal formula must be examined in turn. Though none of the concepts are new, their meaning and interrelationship is often unclear. Since the "correlation of forces" acts as the driving force behind much of the contemporary Soviet analysis of the international environment, we will begin our examination there.

The "correlation of forces," to the Soviets, is a tool for measuring the relative capabilities of competing forces or groups of forces. It is a multifaceted concept, and does not refer solely to military forces. Indeed, Soviet sources specifically cite numerous socio-economic, political, ideological, and "international movement" criteria in addition to military factors. Within the economic sphere, per capita gross national product, productivity of labor, and economic growth rates are some of the numerous measures. Within the political sphere, breadth of the social base of government, the procedure of relations between the government and legislative bodies, and the possibility of making operative decisions rank as a few of the more important considerations. In the area of "international movements," the quantitative composition, overall influence, and norms of relations among their component parts must all be considered. Finally, in the military arena, quantity and quality of armaments, military firepower, and the combat and moral quality of the soldiers are some of the more significant factors.

This is by no means an exhaustive list of the factors involved, but it does illustrate that both quantitative and qualitative considerations play a role in determining the overall correlation of forces. It must be pointed out, however, that "correlation of forces" calculations take place on several levels, including (1) the global relationship between the capitalist and progressive worlds; (2) regional relationships between movements, alliances, or other groups of countries; and (3) specific relationships between individual countries. When Soviet spokesmen declare that the "correlation of forces" is inexorably shifting to favor the socialist world, they are commenting on their assessment of the long-term trend of the aggregate of quantitative and qualitative factors in the global arena. Chart I offers a schematic representation of the Soviet interpretation of the international "correlation of forces" illustrating that both quantitative and qualitative factors may be analyzed on national, regional, or global bases.
When the Soviet leadership speaks of the "correlation of forces," one must be cognizant of the myriad interpretation which the concept may have. Soviet spokesmen point out that when a particular type of correlation is being analyzed—for example, a regional quantitative measure—it cannot be accurately examined in isolation from other factors which may impinge on it. These other factors include quantitative measures on both the national and global level, and qualitative measures on any of the three levels. Thus, uncertainty and subjectivity is injected into all assessments of the "correlation of forces."

This multidimensional interpretation of the "correlation of forces" permits Soviet spokesmen to minimize the importance of events and situations which are unfavorable for the Soviet Union and maximize the significance of events and situations favorable to the Soviet Union. While national or regional correlations may temporarily move against the "Marxist-Leninist tide" on either quantitative or qualitative levels, the aggregate global correlation of forces cannot. To the Kremlin, this is a maxim, an article of faith.

Soviet commentators argue that a significant shift in the correlation of forces has occurred during the Brezhnev era. Some specifically link this shift to the growth of Soviet military capabilities, particularly the attainment of strategic nuclear parity with the United States. According to this view, the Soviet attainment of strategic nuclear parity forced the United States to accept the USSR as its military equal, i.e., as a superpower, and to renounce its policy of acting "from a position of strength." As a
result, the Soviets contend that intersystemic competition shifted from the military to socio-economic, political, and ideological planes.

From the Kremlin's perspective, public US acknowledgment of the existence of strategic nuclear parity and American recognition of parity's impact as a constraining influence on US foreign policy initiatives were as important as the fact of parity itself. Nonetheless, the alleged shift in the global correlation of forces involved more than the growth of Soviet strategic nuclear capabilities. Indeed, it extended beyond the growth of overall Soviet military capabilities and embraced the "intensification of the general crisis of capitalism" and the expansion of the power and influence of the "world revolutionary movement."

These twin phenomena occur independently of each other, but at the same time mutually reinforce each other. In essence, the Kremlin believes that the interrelationship between the capitalist world and the "world revolutionary movement" is a zero-sum game with, in the long term, one side inevitably winning and the other inevitably losing. The global "correlation of intensification" is a measure of that interrelationship.

However, as will be discussed in detail later, the intensification of the "general crisis of capitalism" does not necessarily imply an absolute growth of power and influence for the socialist commonwealth and the Soviet Union. Rather, since the Soviet Union and its socialist allies are only one of three streams within the "world revolutionary movement," losses suffered by the capitalist world may accrue to the accounts of either of the other two streams of the "world revolutionary movement," the national liberation movement, or the international workers and Communist movement. Thus, capitalist losses inevitably strengthen the "world revolutionary movement" in an absolute sense, but may only strengthen the socialist commonwealth and the Soviet Union in a relative sense.

Soviet ideologues view the "general crisis of capitalism" and the "world revolutionary movement" within a broad context. The "general crisis of capitalism" is but the latest stage of development of the contradictions which are allegedly an inherent part of the capitalist system, and includes economic, political, social, and ideological parameters.

The Kremlin's spokesmen point to numerous items within these
arenas as indications that the "general crisis of capitalism" is intensifying. Within the economic sphere, decreased growth rates, high unemployment, unrestrained inflation, the "energy crisis," large-scale resource dependency, more numerous disagreements between labor and management, and growing trade deficits in many Western countries all receive prominent coverage. Scandals involving high government officials, including Watergate and the Lance affair; low voter turnout; deadlock and disagreement between different branches of government; and general political apathy are viewed as indications of the political malaise which besets capitalism. Socially, rising crime rates, poor race relations, bourgeois "mass culture," and the difficulties faced by urban areas are a few of the more prominent problems facing capitalist society which the Kremlin regularly lists. Finally, in the ideological arena, the undermining of the "Cold War philosophy" and increased doubt about the legitimacy of "anti-Soviet attitudes" are two of the more recent failures of capitalism's ideology, at least as far as the Kremlin is concerned.

Meanwhile, even as the "general crisis of capitalism" allegedly intensifies, each of the three streams of the "world revolutionary movement" gathers momentum. These streams, again, are the socialist commonwealth, the international workers and Communist movement, and the national liberation movement, all working together "for the defeat of imperialism." In the Soviet view, these streams are becoming increasingly unified. This reputed movement toward unity is occurring because of the "common interests" of the three streams and the "need to repel imperialist intrigues."

Still, this does not imply that the three streams of the "world revolutionary process" are coequal. Numerous Soviet spokesmen have made it abundantly clear that despite the "growing unity," the socialist commonwealth and the international workers and Communist movement are the predominant streams of the revolutionary process. Brezhnev himself has emphasized that the greatest contribution the peoples of the socialist countries can make to the revolutionary cause is "the development and strengthening of the world socialist system." Speaking at the 24th Party Congress, the General Secretary asserted that the struggle against imperialism "largely depends on the cohesion of the anti-imperialist forces, above all of the world Communist
More recently, the Soviet Union and the socialist countries have been described as "the mainstay of the world revolutionary process." The national liberation movement may thus be described as a "second class citizen" of the world revolutionary process. Indeed, according to one source, "the role and place of the national liberation movement in the world revolutionary process depends greatly on its interaction with the world Communist movement, the key political force of our time." The rationale for this will be discussed below.

The socialist commonwealth itself, as far as the Kremlin is concerned, is founded on "principles of socialist internationalism, comradely mutual assistance, respect for equality and sovereignty of states, and noninterference in foreign affairs." Bulgaria, Hungary, Vietnam, East Germany, North Korea, Cuba, Mongolia, Poland, Rumania, Czechoslovakia, and Yugoslavia are more often than not listed with the Soviet Union as members of the commonwealth. Within the commonwealth, the Kremlin argues a "gradual drawing together" (sblizhenie) is occurring which is evening out their levels of development and which will eventually lead to an indefinite form of integration. Nonetheless, despite this sblizhenie, Moscow maintains that national historical experiences play a significant role in building socialism within a particular country. This presents a somewhat contradictory picture of a socialist commonwealth theoretically moving toward integration while at the same time preserving national characteristics of its constituent components. The Kremlin unceasingly stresses, however, that following national paths of socialism does not invalidate the universal character of the laws of societal development.

Not surprisingly, the Soviet Union consistently pictures itself as leading the socialist commonwealth. As the first and oldest socialist state—or the "state of mature socialism" as it is being increasingly called—the Soviet Union is regarded as the foremost ideological, economic, political, social, and military component of the socialist commonwealth. Again not surprisingly, when one examines the second major stream of the world revolutionary process—the international workers and Communist movement—it is the Communist Party of the Soviet Union which emerges preeminent.

The international workers and Communist movement consists of anti-imperialist laborers throughout the world. The movement
itself is led by Communist parties, with the CPSU, as the senior and most authoritative party, being viewed as the most powerful entity within the stream.\(^3\) Shared class interests serve as the unifying element behind the "proletarian internationalism" which reputedly exists within this stream.

The third and final stream of the world revolutionary process—the national liberation movement—is by far the most diverse and complex.\(^3\) Since the national liberation movement is composed of "a fusion of almost all classes and social strata into broad political coalitions,"\(^3\) it does not share all the objectives of the socialist commonwealth and Communist parties, but only that of eliminating imperialism. In a sense, the national liberation movement is "impure." Despite its identification with the world revolutionary process, its "impurity" makes it the least significant stream in the process, at least according to Soviet ideologues.

Nonetheless, it is still a fundamental part of that process. Indeed, some Soviet authorities maintain that the national liberation movement is moving increasingly from "anti-imperialism" to "anti-capitalism," thereby becoming more closely aligned with the socialist commonwealth and communism.\(^4\) Events in Mozambique, Angola, and Ethiopia are pointed to as proof of the argument. Even so, because of its diverse composition, the Kremlin argues that a part of the national liberation movement may abandon the revolutionary line when "some of (a country's) leaders betray the cause of socialist orientation."\(^4\) In these cases, the Soviet Union has a ready-made answer for instances in which a national liberation movement sides with "imperialism." If a movement disagrees with Soviet positions, then the Kremlin may claim that "reactionary pro-imperialist" forces dominate it. On the other hand, if a movement sides with or is influenced by the Soviet Union, then Moscow may assert that "progressive anti-imperialist" forces predominate. Within this construct, Soviet spokesmen maintain they have a dynamic methodology with which to explain the vagaries of political, social, and economic developments throughout the third world.

The ongoing conflict between world capitalism and the three streams of the world revolutionary process takes place on many planes including political, economic, social, ideological, and military ones. In the past, the capitalist world undertook actions against the various streams on any of these planes depending on
time, location, and circumstances. However, the recent changes in the “correlation of forces” have forced the capitalist world to lessen its reliance on military force as the final arbiter of conflict with the world revolutionary process. Capitalism’s options for action against the three streams have been reduced, thereby leading to increased possibilities for successes by the revolutionary process. Since capitalism’s military strength was used most often against the weakest stream—the national liberation movement—it is this stream which receives the most immediate benefit from capitalism’s decreased latitude for use of military force. Indeed, as one Soviet author has said, “imperialism’s chances for aggressive action (against national liberation) have been considerably reduced.”

Capitalism’s decreased latitude for the use of military force is just one of several parameters which constitute the so-called “restructuring of international relations.” The concept itself emanates from the objective reality, in Soviet eyes, of the increased power of the socialist world and the decreased power of the capitalist world. According to this Soviet construct, international relations are increasingly being influenced by the socialist commonwealth, with this increased influence gradually assuming a dominant role in defining the scope and method of relations between nations. Thus, when the Kremlin argues that capitalism no longer has great latitude for military action against national liberation movements, it is because “realistic” politicians in the capitalist countries realize that the socialist nations in general and the Soviet Union in particular are assuming a dominant power position. “Socialist might” has in essence “restructured international affairs,” according to Moscow.

The Soviet concept of the “restructuring of international relations” extends beyond limiting the utility of capitalist military coercion. It also includes the “gradual reduction in the relative importance of military force in the hierarchy of means of insuring security” and the establishment of “just international economic relations” in places of exploitation. In essence, the Kremlin views current successes of the “restructuring of international relations” as including Western nonintervention of Africa, price and product dislocations in the international market place, and Western willingness to cooperate with the socialist commonwealth. To be sure, from the Kremlin’s perspective, international relations have been restructured, at least when compared to the 1950’s and 1960’s.

Two final components of the Kremlin’s worldview bear direct
relation to the previously-discussed Soviet terminology, and themselves are integrally linked. "Peaceful coexistence" and the "relaxation of tensions" have long been standard Soviet rhetorical terms, but can only be properly understood within the confines of the Kremlin's broader theoretical constructs. Put simply, "peaceful coexistence" refers only to relations between the two opposing social systems. It reduces the possibility of direct military conflict between the two systems, and at the same time permits other forms of competition—economic, ideological, social, political, and so forth—to continue. Inevitably, with the movement of direct intersystemic competition from the military plane to the other planes, a "relaxation of tensions" follows.

Both concepts revolve around the key phrase, "between the two opposing social systems." When direct relations between the two systems are not under consideration, "peaceful coexistence" and "the reduction of tensions" are not operant. More specifically, they "do not extend to relations between imperialism and the peoples' liberation movement." The USSR consequently draws "a clear line of distinction between the area in which the peaceful coexistence principle operates" and areas where it does not. Capitalist-socialist relations exist on one side of that boundary; capitalist—Third World and socialist—Third World relations exist on the other. "Peaceful coexistence" "prevents imperialism from openly using force against the emergent states," but does not prevent the Soviet Union from extending verbal and material support to selected movements and nations. Both "peaceful coexistence" and "relaxation of tensions" may thus be viewed as limited concepts existing within a much broader theoretical construct.

**WORLDVIEW AND POLICY: SOME INTERRELATIONSHIPS**

The dynamic relationships, defined in Marxist-Leninist terms, which constitute the basis of the Soviet worldview, give Soviet policymakers considerable room for maneuver in the conduct of their foreign policy. This leeway is evident in Soviet relations with the West, particularly the United States; with Third World nations; and with other socialist states, including China. In relations with the United States and the West, a policy of simultaneous
confrontation and cooperation may be followed. With Third World nations, selective countries may be supported while others are ignored. In the socialist world, varied degrees of dependence, interdependence, and independence may be tolerated; the Chinese case presents the only aberration of significance."

**The West.** When Soviet leaders first chose to seek improved relations with the major capitalist powers during the early 1970's, they were faced with a task of ideological rationalization which at first glance appeared formidable. How could Brezhnev and his colleagues explain expanded trade with a potential enemy, trade which could possibly strengthen that enemy? How could the Kremlin negate charges that it had "gone soft on capitalism" or "abandoned its revolutionary calling?"

In both instances, the Soviet Union maintained that improved relations with the West promoted the causes of the "world revolutionary movement" more than those of the capitalist world. The possibility of nuclear conflict had been reduced; the political situation permitting Western and particularly US interventions against national liberation movements had been altered; the climate for new successes by progressive forces within capitalist states had been improved; and economic advance in the socialist states could be accelerated since outside capital was being invested. To be sure, capitalist states benefitted in that they could surmount some of the economic problems that confronted them. However, the Kremlin argued, in light of the overall political-military-economic advantage which the relaxation of tensions added to the accounts of the Soviet Union and the "world revolutionary movement," there was no doubt that such a policy should be pursued. From the Soviet perspective, "detente"—as it came to be called in the West—accelerated the shift in the "international correlation of forces" toward the socialist states.

The Kremlin still had to explain, however, why "detente" was acceptable to Western leaders. If a relaxation of tension favored the Soviet Union, then Western leaders would not accept it unless they lacked intelligence. If they lacked intelligence, then the Soviet claim that capitalists were deadly and dangerous enemies would lose some of its credibility.

The Soviet Union avoided this potential pitfall by asserting that Western leaders for the most part were either "realistic" or "unrealistic." "Realistic" leaders, to the Kremlin, are those who
objectively examine the international situation and conclude that, because of the changing "international correlation of forces," Western nations including particularly the United States no longer dominate the international environment and therefore must adapt their policies to the new reality. The Kremlin maintains that these "realistic" Western leaders realize that Soviet military strength poses great dangers to continued Western "adventurism." These leaders therefore oppose "adventurism" and favor improved relations with the socialist world. Their fundamental class interests remain opposed to socialism, but they realize that capitalist-socialist cooperation is a short-term necessity. Thus, in essence, the Soviets argue that the West has been forced to accept detente.

Soviet commentary on the Nixon-Brezhnev summits and the agreements concluded at them regularly stressed that the new American attitude toward relations with the Soviet Union was a result of the "realism" which Nixon had finally adopted because of the growth of Soviet military capabilities. This "realism" later reduced US "adventurism" in Vietnam, the Kremlin maintained, and also precluded US intervention in Angola.

This did not mean, however, that "realistic" forces had attained permanent preeminence in the United States. "Unrealistic" forces remained strong despite the ascendancy of "realistic" politicians, and sought to continue traditional "imperial" foreign policy programs relying on military force without taking into account the alleged shift in the "correlation of forces." These "unrealistic" leaders had been discredited by the Vietnamese War, but remained strong. Indeed, according to one Soviet view, opponents of Nixon's "realistic" policy toward the Soviet Union forced him to resign from the Presidency. The current debate in the United States about the future of Soviet-American relations is proof of the continued vitality of these "unrealistic" leaders, the Kremlin argues. Even more foreboding, from the Soviet point of view, is the realization that such forces may again control US policy. It is this possibility which in part necessitated the continued buildup of Soviet military forces even during the height of detente, at least as far as Soviet ideologues are concerned. "Aggressive, reactionary circles" may "regroup and prepare an attack," Kommunist has warned, and therefore the Soviet Union must continue its "modernization of arms and combat equipment." Since the Soviet Union has not yet categorized the Carter Administration as
"realistic" or "unrealistic," and is well-aware of the different outlooks on relations with the USSR vying for preeminence within the current administration, this necessity remains. Grounds for continued cooperation and confrontation with the United States therefore still coexist, depending both on the subject at issue and the prevailing attitude within the Carter Administration.

The Kremlin's explanations of its relations with other Western governments have paralleled its rationales for the USSR's policy toward the United States. Improved relations have been actively pursued with a number of states, particularly France and West Germany, as the Kremlin has sought expanded trade and access to Western technology, among other things. In all cases, the rationale for improved relations is that "realistic" Western leaders have been forced to accept improved relations with the USSR, and that the socialist world and "world revolutionary movement" benefit more from the improved relations that do the capitalist states. Again in all cases, the Kremlin warns that reactionary elements remain strong in the Western nations, and continue as threats to the socialist world, improved Soviet-capitalist relations, and world peace.

The Third World. More than any other aspect of Soviet foreign policy, the Kremlin's posture toward the Third World defies categorization. Some Western analysts have looked at the diversity of Soviet policy toward the Third World and concluded that the Kremlin indeed pursues "many foreign policies" toward the developing nations. Again, however, these "many foreign policies" may be understood within the confines of the broader Soviet worldview.

According to the Kremlin, the attitudes of ruling governments in Third World countries toward the socialist world and the "imperialist world" reflect the "class composition" of these governments. Governments which are truly "progressive" favor close relations with the socialist world; those that are not "progressive" prefer close ties with "imperialism." As the composition of Third World governments change, Moscow argues, their foreign policies also change. The USSR in turn responds to these changes, extending moral and material support as individual cases warrant.

Soviet policy toward the Third World consequently appears dominated by pragmatic considerations. However, to the Kremlin,
its worldview provides a ready-made explanation for all contingencies vis-a-vis Third World governments. Sudden reversals in the USSR's policy toward individual states in the Third World may be explained as dependent on changing class compositions of governments within the Third World. The most stunning recent example of such a reversal in Soviet policy was the Kremlin's extreme support for Ethiopia in its war against Somalia, an erstwhile Soviet client. Other Soviet foreign policy successes in the Third World—Mozambique, Angola, and Afghanistan—may be explained by positing that progressive forces in these societies have come to the fore. Failures of policy—Egypt, Indonesia, Ghana, and the Sudan—may be dismissed by declaring that regressive forces have temporarily regained power.

In recent years, Soviet activities throughout the Third World have expanded considerably. The Kremlin has not confined its interest to any single geographical area or region, maintaining that its "international duty" to support national liberation movements and progressive governments obligates it to undertake a broad scope of action. While its efforts to support such movements and governments have by no means met with universal success, the Kremlin has nevertheless clearly become interested in expanding its influence in areas geographically remote from the USSR. By appealing to its "international" duty to oppose imperialism which is subsumed within its worldview, the Kremlin believes that its presence in remote areas can be justified.

Increased Soviet activity in Third World areas to a great extent may be attributed to expanded Soviet military and economic capabilities. The 1973 airlift to the Middle East, the 1974-75 airlift to Angola, and the 1977-78 airlift to Ethiopia were indications of the new Soviet capability to influence distant situations. It must be realized, however, that neither the Soviet worldview nor the growth of the Kremlin's capabilities exist in a vacuum. Both exist in a setting which must take into account prevailing local factors. The very flexibility afforded Soviet foreign policy toward the Third World by the Kremlin's worldview elicits considerable mistrust of Soviet motives from numerous countries within the Third World, who view the flexibility primarily as a cover for Soviet "expansionism." Similarly, in some nations, the presence of Soviet military and economic missions are viewed as precursors of Soviet socialist imperialism. Perpetual Soviet denials that the
socialist commonwealth has any obligation to help rectify the worsening economic plight of the have-not nations accentuate this mistrust. While the Kremlin rationalizes its position by claiming that the Third World’s economic condition is a product of “imperialist exploitation” and therefore should be rectified by the imperialists, many Third World countries—despite the Kremlin’s claims to the contrary—reject the USSR’s protestations that the Kremlin has their interests at heart.

The Kremlin is aware of this phenomenon, and actively seeks to reduce the credibility of the charges of “Soviet imperialism.” Soviet support for large-scale Cuban involvement in Africa, involvements which furthered both Soviet and Cuban interests, may perhaps be best viewed in this light. At the same time, the Kremlin attempts to resurrect the specter of Western imperialism as a means both to reduce Western influence in the Third World and to offset the Third World’s fears of Soviet imperialism.

It is beyond the scope of this essay to assess the degree of success or failure of this Soviet effort. Nonetheless, Moscow’s ability to maintain and improve the credibility of its worldview—and perhaps even more importantly, the credibility of the virtually unlimited policy options which can flow from that worldview—may go far in determining the future course of many Third World nations. Machel, Neto, and Mengistu may serve as valuable and persuasive evidence of the legitimacy of the Soviet worldview and the advantages of Soviet support, but Allende, Sadat, and Siad-Barre are just as eloquent testimonies of shortcomings and dangers.

Other Socialist States. Soviet relations with other socialist states present a picture almost as varied as Soviet relations with Third World countries. Although socialist-socialist relations allegedly are based on “proletarian internationalism,” i.e., the Marxist-Leninist concept of the unity of interests of workers throughout the world, a startling diversity marks those relationships, ranging from Bulgaria’s fawning adherence to the Soviet line on almost all international issues, to China’s outright hostility to the Soviet Union and its policies.

The Soviet Union rationalizes these diversities by explaining that the process of building socialist cooperation is a “many faceted process” which is complicated by the “distinctions in the level of economies and social development, in the class structure and in national traditions” which lead to “differing understanding . . . of
ic and external policy” and “dissimilar approaches to the solution of these problems.” With this rationale, the Kremlin to its own satisfaction justifies the categorization of numerous national economic systems, social approaches, and foreign policies as socialist. The vagaries of Rumanian foreign policy, the liberalism of the Hungarian economic system, the tolerance of Polish Communists for Catholicism, and the nonalignment of the Yugoslavian leadership are all subsumed within this rubric.

However, there are certain limits beyond which socialist states may not go. The Soviet Union argues that it is “essential for each socialist country to be mindful of the common interests of the revolutionary movement.” Awareness of this common interest not only maximizes socialist influence within the “world revolutionary movement,” but also enables the socialist states themselves to cooperate more effectively within inter-socialist organizations such as the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA).

When socialist states place national interests above the common socialist interest, socialist dogma calls for precipitous action to defend the common interest. For all practical purposes, this is what happened in Czechoslovakia in 1968.

Who determines when national interest has usurped the rightful leading position of common interest? Although socialist literature regularly asserts that the community as a whole arrives at such an estimate, and determines what actions should be taken, equally frequent assertions that the Soviet Union’s longer experience with building socialism enables it to serve as a model for the socialist community lend weight to the argument that the Soviet Union in fact sets policy for the community. Thus, to many, “socialist cooperation” is little more than a cover for Soviet predominance. The 1975 increase in price of energy resources exported by the Soviet Union to the East European countries, apparently undertaken as a unilateral Soviet initiative and presented to CMEA as a fait accompli, is often pointed to as proof of this position, as is the Kremlin’s more recent decision to increase its sale of petroleum to the West at the prevailing world market prices rather than to its East European allies at lower, less financially alluring prices.

However, even though the Kremlin recognizes that “bourgeois nationalism” and “national chauvinism” survive within the socialist world, the Soviet leaders deny that the USSR’s policies are
influenced by either factor. Both must be struggled against since they undermine socialist cooperation and could lead to counter-revolution, the Kremlin maintains. In view of these dangers, the Soviets assert that "nothing can justify antisocialist divisive activities" or "refusal to abide by the coordinated foreign policy line of the fraternal parties."63

Soviet leaders believe that their worldview provides a framework sufficient both to explain the differences of socio-cultural outlook; the disparities of economic development; and the diversities of political approach which exist within the socialist world; and to define the boundaries which these differences, disparities, and diversities may not exceed. Even the challenge to Soviet leadership presented by Eurocommunism may be explained—and limited—within this framework. While the Soviets undoubtedly are not pleased by the independence which the Eurocommunists show, the Soviets have so far seen fit to interpret the phenomenon within their existing worldview.

As difficult as it may be to comprehend, much the same is true of the Soviet attitude toward China. Of all the foreign policy problems and predicaments which confront the Soviet leadership, none is as perplexing as China. At one time recognized as a legitimate socialist state, China has become a pariah within the socialist movement, at least according to Moscow. Brezhnev himself underlined the depth of Soviet-Chinese enmity in his address to the Twenty Fifth CPSU Congress, declaring that "it is far too little to say that Maoist ideology and policy are incompatible with Marxist-Leninist teaching; they are directly hostile to it."4 Since Mao's death, this enmity has increased.65 Moscow has consequently had considerable difficulty reconciling its worldview with the reality of the Chinese aberration. The Soviet Union consistently denies that it is engaged in a "class struggle" with China, but at the same time observes that the Chinese revolution has retrogressed considerably, even opening the possibility that "a fascist or near-fascist dictatorship" may eventuate.66 To the Soviets, China is in fact still socialist even though chauvinistic, anti-Soviet, pro-bourgeois elements have come to the fore in China. The Kremlin, in turn, argues that it is struggling on behalf of the true Chinese Communists.67 In light of the antipathy of Sino-Soviet relations, this is an exceedingly weak—and unconvincing—explanation.
It is doubtful that any events in recent times distressed the Soviet leaders as much as President Nixon’s 1972 trip to China and President Carter’s 1978 recognition of China. Following the announcement of Nixon’s visit, Western officials in Moscow described the Russian leaders as “stunned.” One can well-imagine the fears of Sino-American encirclement and a potential two-front war which the Soviet leaders conjured up.

Even before the United States recognized China, the similarity of Chinese and US policies toward a number of issues gave rise to Soviet concerns that the two nations “form(ed) a virtual bloc.” With the American recognition of China, these concerns took on a new poignancy. With rumors circulating that various European nations are contemplating arms sales to China, the Soviet leaders must believe that their earlier decisions to continue the USSR’s military buildup were wise indeed.

CONCLUSION

At base, the fundamental issue of foreign affairs as seen from the Kremlin remains the contradiction between the socialist and capitalist systems. This, in turn, presents myriad challenges, opportunities, and threats to the USSR. The major challenges include reestablishing Soviet credibility as the leader of the world Communist movement without giving rise to renewed claims of hegemonical intent; supporting its allies and/or sympathizers throughout the world without eliciting a direct military confrontation with either the United States or China; and maintaining economic growth in light of slowed population growth, decreased per capita productivity, and increased resource costs.

How well the Kremlin copes with these challenges may determine the degree of success the Kremlin has in its efforts to take advantage of the opportunities which it has. These opportunities, again as seen from Moscow, center on the possibility for expanded political-military influence which has been brought about by a number of factors, including apparent US retrenchment following Vietnam; the worldwide economic stagnation of capitalist countries; the political disarray of several key European and Third World countries; and a military balance which for the first time is not heavily weighted against the Soviet Union.
Looming over both the challenges and the opportunities are several distinct threats, including Soviet economic stagnation; American and Chinese military action against the USSR, either individually or in alliance; and, perhaps most of all, the appeal of certain aspects of Western politics, economics, and culture to the Soviet population.

Thus, to the men in the Kremlin, the international scene is not as bright as Soviet ideologues or Western alarmists would have us believe. The global picture is if anything as mottled from Moscow’s perspective as from Washington’s.

Neither can it be argued that the Kremlin’s Marxist-Leninist worldview motivates Soviet policy or serves merely as a cover for more pragmatic interests. There is simply insufficient evidence to reach such definitive conclusions. While a reasonable conclusion may be that the Soviet worldview varies from leader to leader and that its impact on Soviet policy is similarly diverse, the paucity of objective information available to Western analysts about Soviet foreign policy formulation renders even this conclusion highly subjective.

Rather, the conclusion which can be reached is that the current Soviet worldview presents Moscow with sufficient freedom to interpret ongoing developments so that, in its policies toward the West, the Third World, and other socialist states, the Soviet Union may proceed almost unconstrained by its worldview, and still be consistent with it.

This observation requires close analysis. In most cases, the Soviet worldview provides rationale for a range of policy options. These options extend from direct large-scale involvement as took place in Ethiopia during the Ethiopian-Somali War to almost total noninvolvement as occurred in Chile during the months before Allende’s overthrow. Both policies were consistent with the demands imposed by the Marxist-Leninist worldview. Indeed, almost any policy would have been.

This does not imply, however, that Soviet foreign policy proceeds unconstrained by worldview. Before the Soviet Union can act in foreign affairs—and regardless of the motivation behind the desire to act—it must first develop a justification for its action within the context of its worldview. Soviet activities in Angola and Ethiopia amply support this observation. At the very least, a time constraint may develop which delays the implementation of Soviet
policy, a delay which may render the policy ineffective or irrelevant.

It is also significant that Moscow's theoretical global construct provides the rationale for abrupt changes and even about-faces of policy, all without necessarily creating policy contradiction. The USSR may implement different policies at different times toward the same country, or different policies at the same time toward different countries, and still contend that it has not violated its Marxist-Leninist precepts. To those who comprehend the dynamic nature of the dialectic as the Kremlin applies it to foreign policy, this is a legitimate claim.

For American policymakers, the importance of this realization is twofold. First, even though no light has been shed on the question of motivation behind Soviet foreign policy, it should be clear that Soviet policy makers have an opportunity to present their foreign policy to their domestic constituencies as a consistent entity. Whether the effort is accepted as credible is open to debate. Nonetheless, for US policy makers, themselves scarred by the experience of inconsistencies of policy in Vietnam and elsewhere, the advantage of apparent consistency should be well apparent.

Second, from a strictly pragmatic point of view, improved understanding of Soviet perceptions better equips the United States to design and implement policies which can more adequately project US security interests throughout the world. Soviet policies emanate from a worldview that is consistent, not contradictory; comprehensive, not confined to Europe; flexible, not bound by past policy; and perhaps insidious, but by no means perfidious. Although it is a large task to adapt US policy so that it may more successfully respond to the types of challenges the Soviet Union’s worldview and policies inevitably create, it is a critical task, one which must be undertaken with a degree of understanding of the Soviet world outlook. This essay has sought to contribute to that requisite understanding.
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**Abstract**

This memorandum seeks to develop an estimate of the Soviet worldview. The author contends that it is time to assess the state of the world as the Soviets see it, particularly as the end of the Brezhnev era draws near and the problem of political succession again arises. Although numerous factors influence Soviet foreign policy, the author asserts that the Kremlin's view of the international system and the place it occupies in that system is one of the more significant. The memorandum concludes that it is a critical task to adapt US policy so that it may more successfully respond to the types of challenges the
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